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Choosing

 low sheen

shopping list & colour selection

HOW MUCH PAINT  
DO YOU NEED?
Use the British Paints Paint 
Calculator at: britishpaints.com.au  
or britishpaints.co.nz

 low sheen

matt

 low sheen

 semi gloss

 gloss

 semi gloss 

 gloss

 semi gloss 

 gloss

COLOURS/NOTESPRODUCT & GLOSS LEVEL

OTHER HANDY TOOLS  
YOU'LL NEED:

 paint brush

 roller

 roller frame

 roller pole

 stirrer

 paint tray

masking tape

 drop cloths

 ladder

choosing colours made easy
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3

4

2
COLD METAL W 
422

FRENCH BOW

169

STAR WHITE W
BW2 BLACK ACE EB

438

Collect inspirational images from magazines and websites, 
build a colour mood board, use the British Paints Colouriser™ 
to visualise your colour. Build your colour scheme using the 
British Paints® colour booklets or visit britishpaints.com.au 
and britishpaints.co.nz 

Record the name/s of your chosen 
colour on the back of this card 
alongside your British Paints products. 
Purchase your paint and handy tools 
from the paint aisle. Get started with 
helpful hints and tips at britishpaints.
com.au and britishpaints.co.nz.

Test your colour choice with British Paints colour chips 
or sample pots. This is the best way to accurately 
confirm how the colours will look in your space. 

Choose your gloss level:

MATT Low light reflection for an elegant finish

LOW SHEEN Suitable for living areas and bedrooms 

SEMI GLOSS Medium gloss level that withstands 
frequent cleaning

GLOSS Use to emphasise door and window trims



 Foundation Stone W Stone Cave MIDCane Chair WStone Path W

Use colourful accessories  
to brighten and inject fun into  

a neutral space.

Accessories
Smiley White

Red Viper

Walls
Neutral Grey

Ceiling, 
trim



Steamed Mushroom MID Space Capsule ED

Barn Owl W Space Capsule ED Ace of Clubs EDFossil Record MID

Stoneboard W Chateau Stone W

neutrals A cool taupe can look 
sophisticated with black and 

white accessories.
Neutrals are the most versatile of all colours and 
make a great canvas for any style. You can blend 
multiple layers of neutral colour to create a soft, 
welcoming environment.

Healing Spa

AccessoriesCeiling,
windows
Tiger White Healing Spa

Walls
Twisted Rope



White Albatross W Heavy Metal EDCold Metal WMineral Salt W

Use chunky knits and vibrant 
colours, to add texture and  

warmth to a grey room.

Walls
Universal

Diamond White

Topaz Dream

Ceiling, 
trim

Accessories



Systematic MID Dark Silhouette EB

Imperial Mist W Grey Tablelands ED Ace of Spades EBMetal Links W

Status Cloud W Animal Kingdom W

Greys are popular for creating a contemporary, 
timeless style. They provide a feeling of space  
and calm. 

greys Balance strong greys
with soft pastels

Healing Spa

AccessoriesCeiling,
trim
Infinity White Breadcrumb Trail

Walls
Silver Treasure



Perfect Coastline W Costa Rica Blue EBJames Blue EBHealing Spa W

Vivid and vibrant blues add 

personality that will bring 
any room to life

Ceiling, 
trim

Walls
Satin Slip

Smiley White

Desk

Costa Rica Blue



blues & 
greens

Spring Carnival YEL Daintree Beauty ED

Jello Mint W Tropical Bird MID Grand Turquoise EDRelaxation W

Weekend Escape W Home Grown MID

Shades of green and blue can 
create a soothing or energising 
space depending on the 
intensity of the colour.

Soft shades of blues 
and greens have 
calming qualities

AccessoriesSide wall,  
trim
Infinity White Forever Peach

Walls
Water Flow



Gentle Kiss W Glazed Ruby EBSassy Red REDMollusk Shell ED

Use a striking red as an 
accent colour to bring a 
lively vibe to your room 

Doors
Red Alert

Infinity White

Ceiling, 
trim



Best teamed with neutral colours or 
layered with other vibrant colours. Cheerful 
yellows and reds create an energetic, happy 
environment for everyone to enjoy.

High Alert YEL Hot Pop Yellow YEL

Sugar Beat W Electric Avenue ED Rosanna Gold EBPlastic Fantastic W

Lemon Souffle W Golden Butter W

Yellow can fill a room 
with warmth

Healing Spa

AccessoriesCeiling,
windows
Love Note Status Cloud

Walls
Happy Home

reds & yellows



Pale pinks create relaxing and 
comfortable spaces

Sheer Gown W Paparazzi Pink EDVelvet Slipper WCherry Vanilla W

Infinity White

Accessories

Pacific Lagoon

Walls
Coastal Sand

Ceiling, 
trim



A bolder shade will  
create more drama

Dancing Dahlia MID Iris Bloom ED

Crystal Dash W Lavender Bag MID Purple Shock EDLavender Rose W

Lavender Silk W Violet Heaven W

Delicate yet playful, pinks and purples add 
softness, creating a relaxed atmosphere. 

pinks & purples

Healing Spa

ChairCeiling,
windows
Love Note My Favourite

Walls
Blueberry Ash
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Get started with your  
painting project

easy to apply and touch up
smooth flow for an even finish
 low splatter for less mess
3 year guarantee against mould*

preparation

  sealer, primer, undercoat and  
stain blocking
 interior and exterior surfaces
water based (oil based also available)

easy apply and touch up
�protected against mould, mildew 

and bacteria
7 year guarantee against mould*

paint and primer in one
  2 coats over bare/repaired 

plasterboard 
one coat over similar colours 

5 year guarantee*
 low splatter
helps hide imperfections

smooth finish
non yellowing
 low odour
 interior and exterior surfaces

easy to apply
�no undercoat required  

on most surfaces
hard wearing and resilient

�5 year guarantee*
�helps hide imperfections
paint and primer in one

®British Paints, the BP device, and H2O Enamel are registered trade marks.  
™Clean&Protect, Paint&Prime, UltraProtect, Colouriser and Prep4in1 are trade marks.

 *British Paints Clean&Protect™ is guaranteed for 3 years, Clean & Protect™ Kitchen & Bathroom is guaranteed for 7 years, 
British Paints Ceiling and Paint&Prime Ceiling is guaranteed for 5 years to resist mould growth.  Refer to product label for full 
conditions. This guarantee does not limit and may not necessarily exceed your rights under the Competition and Consumer 
Act 2010. To make a claim under the warranty, please contact British Paints Help & Advice AU 13 25 25; NZ 0800 800 424.

ceiling

doors & trim

plan 
1.  Test your British Paints® paint colour with colour chips or sample pots.
2.  Choose your gloss level. 
3.  Calculate amount of paint you need using the British Paints Paint 

calculator.

prep 
1.  Protect flooring and furniture with drop cloths. 
2.  Clean all surfaces from dust, oils and grease. Mask windows, door, 

trims and fittings with painter’s tape. 
3.  Check the surface preparation requirements on can.

paint 
1.  Mix paint thoroughly with a broad flat stirrer.
2.   Choose your painting method: Brush where your roller can’t reach – 

around windows, doors, trims, fittings and corners. Roll paint in a large 
zigzag W pattern working in sections. 

3.  Apply 2 coats ensuring the first coat is completely dry.  
Check instructions on can.

British Paints Help and Advice: AUST 13 25 25 www.britishpaints.com.au NZ 0800 800 424 www.britishpaints.co.nz
Front cover image: Walls painted with British Paints French Bow, ceiling & trim in British Paints Star White. For more colour schemes go to britishpaints.com.au or britishpaints.co.nz 

British Paints is exclusive to Bunnings Warehouse 


